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Abstract: Document clustering is one of the difficult and 

recent research fields in the search engine research. Most 

of the existing documents clustering techniques use a group 

of keywords from each document to cluster the documents. 

Document clustering emerge from information retrieval 

domains, and “It finds combinations for a set of documents 

belonging to the same cluster are similar and documents 

belongs to the different cluster are dissimilar”. In many 

traditional techniques of document clustering, the number 

of total clusters is not known in early and the cluster that 

contains the destination information cannot be deter-mined 

since the semantic nature is not associated with the cluster. 

Text mining is powerful tool to seek out helpful and 

required data from huge information set. Key phrases give 

temporary outline concerning the contents of documents. In 

document bunch, variety of total cluster is not noted ahead. 

In K-means, if pre specified variety of clusters changed, the 

exactness of every result is also changed. So kea, is 

algorithmic rule for mechanically extracting key phrases 

from text is employed during this kea algorithmic rule, 

variety of clusters is mechanically determined by using 

extracted key phrases. Further we have used Lexical Chain 

concept for generating the recall for the standard document 

comparison. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of information will reveal attention-grabbing, and 

generally necessary, structures or trends within the 

knowledge that replicate a phenomenon. Discovering 

regularities in knowledge will be accustomed gain insight, 

interpret sure phenomena, and ultimately create applicable 

choices in numerous things. Finding such inherent however 

invisible regularities in knowledge is that the main subject of 

analysis in data processing. 

 

1.1.1 Data Clustering 

One type of regularity in data is the natural grouping of 

objects into clusters. Data clustering could be a data 

processing technique that allows the abstraction of huge 

amounts of knowledge by forming significant groups or 

classes of objects, formally referred to as clusters, specified 

objects within the same cluster are similar, and people in 

several clusters are dissimilar. A cluster of objects indicates 

tier of similarity between those objects specified we will 

think about them to be within the same class, therefore 

simplifying our reasoning concerning them significantly. For 

example, we can consider computers with one processor and 

limited memory to be in the category of personal computers, 

while those with multiple processors and large memory are in 

the category of server computers, without having to refer to 

every computer instance in those categories. Consequently,  

 

we can characterize a group of objects by referring to the 

common features that differentiate them from other groups. 

The choice of which objects belong to the same cluster 

depends on the clustering model. In distance-based clustering 

the decision is based on the distances between objects, and 

thus requires definition of a distance (or inversely a 

similarity) measure defined over the object feature space. In 

conceptual clustering there is a common concept (a statistical 

model that emphasizes common features in a cluster) that 

ties objects within the same cluster, and also the call of 

together with objects into a cluster relies on however well the 

options of an object work that idea. 

 

1.1.2 Types of clustering algorithms 

Clustering Algorithms fall into a number of categories 

depending on their various aspects.  

•Hard clustering, e.g. k-means, assigns each object 

exclusively to one cluster, this creating a disjoint set of 

clusters. Probabilistic, e.g. expectation-maximization, and 

fuzzy clustering, e.g. fuzzy c-means, assigns for each object 

a degree of membership to each cluster, thus creating 

overlapping clusters. 

•Hierarchical clustering, e.g. hierarchical agglomerative 

clustering, creates a dendo-gram of clusters such that clusters 

can contain sub-clusters. It works either bottom-up by 

merging clusters into larger clusters on the next level of the 

hierarchy, or top-down by splitting clusters into sub-clusters. 

Flat clustering, on the opposite hand produces a flat sets of 

clusters with no ordering or subsumption between them. 

•Density-based clustering, e.g. DBSCAN [1], forms clusters 

by finding density-connected regions in the feature space. 

•Neural network-based clustering, e.g. SOM [2], utilizes a 

neural network approach that automatically tunes the 

network weights such that similar objects tend to be close to 

each other. 

 

1.1.3 Application of clustering 

Clustering is employed in a very big selection of 

applications, like promoting, biology, psychology, 

astronomy, image process, and text mining. May be, in 

promoting it is used to notice teams of shoppers that share 

common behavior for the aim of market segmentation and 

targeted advertising. In biology it is used to kind a taxonomy 

of species supported their options. In image process it is used 

to section texture in pictures to differentiate between 

numerous regions or objects. Bunch is additionally much 

employed in several applied math analysis software system 

packages for general purpose knowledge analysis. 

 

1.1.4 Document Clustering 

Although clustering are often applied to several varieties of 
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information, the main target of this dissertation is on 

clustering text documents, a field known in the literature as 

document clustering [3] that could be a subfield of text 

mining. Document clustering deals with the unattended 

partitioning of a document assortment into purposeful teams 

supported their matter content, typically for the aim of topic 

categorization; i.e. documents in one cluster belong to a 

particular topic, whereas totally different clusters represent 

different topics. In contrast to document classification – that 

could be a supervised learning methodology that needs 

previous data of document classes to coach a classifier, 

document clustering is an unattended learning methodology 

that does not accept previous categorization data. 

Document clustering has several applications, adore 

clustering of computer program results to gift organized and 

comprehensible results to the user (e.g. Vivisimo1), 

clustering documents in a very assortment (e.g. digital 

libraries), machine-controlled (or semi-automated) creation 

of document taxonomies (e.g. Yahoo! and Open Directory 

styles), and economical info retrieval by that specialize in 

relevant subsets (clusters) instead of whole collections. News 

aggregation is changing into a typical application of 

document clustering, exemplified by the Google News2 

service, that uses document agglomeration to cluster news 

articles from multiple news sources, providing an automatic 

compilation of recent news. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

M. Arshad et al.[60] In most ancient techniques of document 

bunch, the amount of total clusters is not celebrated earlier 

and also the cluster that contains the target info cannot be 

deter-mined since the linguistics nature is not related to the 

cluster. to unravel this downside, this work proposes a brand 

new bunch formula supported the Kea[61] key phrase 

extraction formula that returns many key phrases from the 

supply documents by exploitation some machine learning 

techniques. during this documents are classified into many 

clusters like Bisecting K-means, however the amount of 

clusters is mechanically determined by the formula with 

some heuristics.  

The first objective of this paper is to propose a brand new 

bunch formula supported the kea Key phrase formula that we 

have a tendency to use here to extract many Key phrases 

from supply Text documents by exploitation machine 

learning techniques. The Nestor notabilis bisecting K-means 

bunch algorithm offers simple and economical thanks to 

extract text documents from great deal of Text documents. 

The Nestor notabilis Key phrase extraction formula is 

automatic extracting key phrase from text, our results shows 

that kea will a mean match between one and 2 of the given 

key phrase chosen. By this we are able to contemplate this to 

be sensible performance. The systematically sensible quality 

of the bunch that it produces, bisecting K-means is a superb 

formula for bunch an oversized variety of documents. 

Anoop Kumar Jainet.al[62] The objective of paper is to 

create computer program  results straightforward to create 

document cluster. Document cluster algorithms decide to 

cluster similar documents along. During this paper the 

planned methodology may be a phrase primarily based 

cluster theme that supported application of Suffix Tree 

Document cluster (STDC) model. 

Document clustering is one of the difficult and recent 

research fields in the search engine research. Most of the 

existing documents clustering techniques use a group of 

keywords from each document to cluster the documents. 

Document clustering arises from info retrieval domains, and 

“It finds grouping for a group of documents belonging to a 

similar cluster are similar and documents belongs to the 

various cluster are dissimilar”. The data retrieval plays a very 

important role in data processing for extracting the relevant 

information for relating to user request. info retrieval finds 

the file contents and identifies their similarity. It measures 

the performance of the documents by using the exactness and 

recall. In this paper we proposed a phrase based clustering 

scheme which based on application of Suffix S. Zhu et 

al.[65] cluster MEDLINE documents the linguistics info of 

mesh wordbook is applied by mapping documents into mesh 

thought vectors. to examine the linguistics similarity 2 steps 

are done. First, similarity between 2 MeSH main headings. 

Second, checks the similarity between 2 Mesh 

compartmentalisation sets. when the linguistics similarity 

check, it is integrated with the content similarity so spectral 

clustering is applied. 

It is vital to emphasize that obtaining from a set of 

documents to a clump of the collection, isn't simply one 

operation, however is a lot of a method in multiple stages. 

These stages embody a lot of ancient data retrieval 

operations cherish creeping, indexing, weighting, filtering 

etc. a number of these alternative processes are central to the 

standard and performance of most clump algorithms, and it is 

so necessary to think about these stages along with a given 

clump rule to harness its true potential. They will provide a 

temporary summary of the clump method, before we start 

our literature study and analysis. 

K.Subhadra et al. 2012 in their work, they have planned a 

“Hybrid Distance primarily based Document clustering With 

Keyword and Phrase Indexing” that uses an improved 

assortment and substitution methodology for document 

phrases. Although millions of strategies have antecedently 

been planned that take into account either Keyword or 

Phrases for activity content-based similarity, very few 

strategies take into account each. Though our methodology 

uses the standard K-means for distance live, nevertheless it 

delivers a superior performance in terms of purity due to the 

mechanism utilized for activity the content similarity. The 

hybrid approach delineated combines similarity measures, 

outlined by a content-based distance, and a classical 

distribution-based live alongside activity analysis of the 

fashion options of the compared documents. The authors 

mention that the novel facet of the tactic delineated here is 

that the use of a document-distance that takes into 

consideration each a standard content-based, similarity 

metric and an activity similarity criterion. The Vector area 

model was chosen for info extraction. Future enhancements 

might be combining the activity distance strategies alongside 

our improved content-based similarity live to additional 

improve the performance of agglomeration. 

Dr. B Bharathi et al.(66) For cluster biomedical documents 
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here they were victimization semi supervised spectral cluster 

methodology. There are 3 differing types of data‟s they wont 

to cluster the documents- native content information (LC), 

world content data (GC) and also the Medical subject 

heading (MESH) – linguistics data. The LC data are taken 

from the documents whereas the gigahertz data from the 

entire MEDLINE assortment. Must-link constraints give the 

similar documents that square measure to be within the same 

cluster whereas cannot link provides the documents that are 

dissimilar and can't be within the same cluster. The analysis 

of every cluster methodology is completed by examination 

foretold clusters with true clusters. we tend to understood that 

true clusters square measure not provided throughout the 

cluster method and square measure simply used for analysis 

solely. There are several well-known external measures 

resembling purity, average entropy, and mutual data for 

checking the performance of cluster strategies. 

NachiketaSahoo in 2006 proposed strategies to hold out 

progressive gradable clump of text documents. They planned 

A Cobweb-based formula for text document clump wherever 

word incidence attributes follow Katz‟s distribution. They 

judge the performance of aforementioned formula and 

existing algorithms on giant planet document datasets. 

Khaled M. Hammouda& Mohamed S. Kamel planned 

associate degree progressive Document clump mistreatment 

Cluster Similarity Histograms associate degree progressive 

document clump formula is introduced, that depends solely 

on pair-wise document similarity info. Clusters are pictured 

employing a Cluster Similarity bar chart, a succinct applied 

math illustration of the distribution of similarities inside 

every cluster that provides a live of cohesiveness. The live 

guides the progressive clump method. Quality analysis and 

experimental results area unit mentioned and show that the 

formula needs less machine time than commonplace 

strategies whereas achieving a comparable or higher clump 

quality.  

 

III. PROPOSED CONCEPT 

The Algorithm is divided into three phases; 

In first phase Key phrases is extracted from the documents by 

using an efficient algorithm in our case KEA algorithm. 

In second phase after extracting key phrases from the 

documents, we will calculate the TF X IDF of the key 

phrases for calculating the frequency of the key words. 

In third and last phrase we will calculate the key phrases 

weights according to the division table. 

Step 1: extract the key phrases from the automatic key phrase 

extraction algorithm. 

Step 2: calculate the TF X IDF value of the key phrases, 

 

Where, TF = freq(P,D)/size(D)   

            IDF = log(N) / S 

 

1. frequency (P,D) is the number of times P occurs in the 

document D 

2. Size (D) is the number of words in D 

3. N is size of global corpus. 

4. S is number of documents with any synonym out of cluster 

with that keyphrase. 

Step 3: calculate the key phrases weight according division  

1. For low phrase extract 20% 

Keyphraseweight = TF X IDF *(1-0.2) 

2. For moderate phrase extract 30% 

Keyphraseweight = TF X IDF*(1-0.7) 

3. For leading phrase extract 40% 

Keyphrase weight = TF X IDF*(1-0.6) 

4. For critical phrase extract 10% 

Keyphrase weight = TF X IDF*0.1 

Step 4: extract the keyphrases according to their weights or 

calculate the mean of all the keyphrases weights. 

END. 

Phrase document matrix 

A document-phrase matrix or phrase-document matrix could 

be a mathematical matrix that describes the frequency of 

terms that occur in a very assortment of documents in a very 

document-phrase matrix, rows correspond to documents 

within the assortment and columns correspond to phrases. 

There are varied schemes for crucial the worth that every 

entry within the matrix ought to take. One such theme is tf-

idf. They are helpful within the field of tongue process. 

When making a information of phrases that seem in a very 

set of documents the document-phrase matrix contains rows 

admire the documents and columns admire the phrases. 

Base Paper Algorithm for Summarization 

Algorithm Steps  

1. Input Original document for generating summary (.txt 

file). 

2. Divide the document into sentences using segmentation. 

3. Each sentence is divided into tokens using tokenizer. 

4. These tokens are tagged using POS  Tagger. 

5. For each noun build the synsets. 

6. For each sentence generate a map using 4 relations: 

Synonym, Hyperrnym, Hyponym, Merynym. 

7. Calculate distance of each word from other related words. 

8. Build Lexical chains using generated map. 

9. Calculate each chain weight using values of distances of 

each word 

10. Select longest chain i.e. best chain having highest chain 

weight 

11. From the original document select sentences that have 

words in the best chain retaining their order of occurrence in 

the original document. 

12. Pick top n sentences as summary based on the percentage 

of original document to be used for generating summary. 

13. If the selected sentence starts with words : although, 

however, moreover ,also, this, those and that ,then they are 

related with the preceding sentence. 

14. If the rank of the preceding sentence is equal to or greater 

than 70% of the rank of the selected sentence, then it is 

included in the summary. In this way correlation between 

sentences is maintained.  

 

3.7 Proposed Algorithm 

Algorithm Steps  

1. Input the text file. 

2. Extract the text file line by line. 

3. Perform tokenization i.e. remove „,‟ , „ ; „, „.‟ And 

replace them by space. 
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4. Split the line on the basis of space to form array of 

word. 

5. Remove stop word from array. 

6. Perform stemming of words in the array to get the 

base form of each work. (Using Word Net). 

7. Perform POS tagging to identify the verb, adverb, 

Noun, and pronoun using MAX Tagger. 

8. Now we will form the words array containing only 

Noun and Proper Noun. 

9. Now we will find unique word and their count from 

the above word array. 

10. From the lexical chains (Synonyms, Hypernyms, 

Antonyms, Hyponyms) using Word Net API and RTI Word 

Net. 

11. Find each chain and its chain length which is the 

number of words in the chain. 

12. Now we will calculate significance of each chain 

using formula mentioned in the DOC. 

13. (chain length/sum)*(Log( chain length / sum) / 

Log2)  

14. Sum= Sum of all chain length. 

15. Formula is used are in general for text 

summarization and referred “Dinkar paper”.   

16. Calculate utility of each chain. 

17. Utility= signifance of chain * chain length 

18. Calculate the threshold value which is (sum of all 

chain utility/ total*2). 

19. Find accepted chains which are greater than or equal 

to threshold value. 

20. Now we will gather all the words in the accepted 

chains and we will find all files containing the words in the 

accepted chains and calculate frequency chart i.e. the line 

index and no. of words it contains (Match from accepted 

chains words) and arrange in descending order. 

21. Fetched percentage of lines for summary generation. 

22. And match will original summary to general recall.  

   

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

We are  using Eclipse Java EE (Enterprise Edition) IDE 

(Integrated Development Environment) for Web Developers 

Version: Kepler Service Release 1 Build id: 20130919-0819 

in our research work implementation.   

 
Fig 1. Implementation 

V. TEST RESULTS 

In this we have taken the Sample Text document and the 

master document form the same to generate the recall. And 

together we have created the base paper algorithm 

implementation for the comparison on the basis of the recall 

and the time taken to complete the overall process. 

 
Fig 2. Standard Document Dataset 1 

 
Fig 3. Test Document Dataset 1 

The result of the analysis,  

Proposed Approach 

Precision:  .489  

Time Taken: 14 sec 

Base Approach 

Precision: .475 

Time Taken ; 55 sec  

 
Fig 4. Comparison Graph 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In our work, we have planned a “phrase based mostly bunch 

algorithm”, that uses Associate in Nursing improved 

keyphrase extraction methodology for document phrases. 

Though countless ways have antecedently been planned that 

take into account either Keyword or Phrases for mensuration 

content-based similarity, only a few ways take into account 

each. Though our methodology uses the traditional K-means 

for distance live, however it delivers a superior performance 

in terms of exactness, Recall and F-measure for mensuration 

the content similarity.   
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